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Abstract

Iceland is the largest landmass found above sea level at the mid-ocean ridges, about 103,000 km² mostly made of basaltic rocks (~90%). Theoretically much of Iceland could be used for injection of CO₂, fully dissolved in water. Most of the pore space in the older rocks is filled with secondary minerals, thus the young and porous basaltic formations, found within the active rift zone and covering about one third of Iceland, are the most feasible for carbon storage onshore.

Studies on mineral storage of CO₂ in basaltic rocks are still at an early stage. Therefore, natural analogues are important for gaining a better understanding of CO₂ fixation in basaltic rocks. Volcanic geothermal systems serve as an applicable analogue since the systems receive considerable amounts of CO₂ from magma in the roots of the systems. Wiese et al. [1] quantified the amount and spatial distribution of CO₂ stored as calcite within the bedrock of three active geothermal systems in Iceland. The results from this study reveal a large storage potential of basaltic rocks and can be used as a guideline for the theoretical potential of CO₂ storage in basaltic formations. The largest storage potential lies offshore, with long-term advantages for safe and secure CO₂ storage in the mid-ocean ridges. The theoretical mineral CO₂ storage capacity of the ocean ridges, using the Icelandic analogue, is orders of magnitude larger than the anticipated release of CO₂ caused by burning of all fossil fuel on Earth.
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1. Introduction

The reduction of CO$_2$ emissions to the atmosphere is one of the greatest challenges of this century. One solution to this is carbon capture and storage. Therefore, identifying locations for secure CO$_2$ storage is one of the most pressing scientific problems of our time. Injection of CO$_2$ into basaltic formations provides significant advantages including permanent storage by mineralisation and a great potential storage volume [2-4].

To date, most subsurface carbon storage projects have injected CO$_2$ as a separate, buoyant phase into large sedimentary basins; a method that requires high integrity cap-rock for long term storage [4, 5]. Some of the risks associated with CO$_2$ buoyancy can be mitigated by its dissolution into water during injection [6, 7]. Once dissolved, CO$_2$ is no longer buoyant, making it possible to inject into fractured rocks, such as the basalts along the ocean ridges.

Basaltic rocks are rich in divalent cations (e.g. Ca$^{2+}$, Mg$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{2+}$). The CO$_2$-charged water accelerates metal release and the formation of solid carbonate minerals such as Calcite (CaCO$_3$), Magnesite (MgCO$_3$) and Siderite (FeCO$_3$) for long term storage of CO$_2$ [4, 6, 8, 9].

Iceland is the largest ($103,000$ km$^2$) landmass found above sea level at the mid-ocean ridges, made mostly ($\sim$90\%) of basaltic rocks. Carbon capture and storage experiments conducted in Iceland can be used as analogues, along with natural analogues, for carbon storage along the ocean ridges. Theoretically much of Iceland could be used for injection of CO$_2$, fully dissolved in water. Most of the pore space in the older rocks is filled with secondary minerals, diminishing the transmissivity of the potential injection wells. Thus the young and porous basaltic formations, found within the active rift zone and covering about one third of Iceland, are the most feasible for carbon storage onshore.

2. Mineral storage potential of CO$_2$ in basaltic rocks

![Fig. 1. Carbon storage in sedimentary basins and basaltic rocks. (A) Carbon storage in sedimentary basins; CO$_2$ is injected as a separate buoyant phase and is trapped below an impermeable cap rock. (B) In the CarbFix method, CO$_2$ is dissolved into water during its injection into porous basaltic rocks. No cap rock is required because the dissolved CO$_2$ is not buoyant and does not migrate back to the surface. Figure from Gislason and Oelkers, [4].](image-url)
There are two ways of injecting CO₂ into rocks for geological storage. In the most common method (Fig. 1A) pure compressed CO₂ is injected as a separate buoyant phase into porous rock layers, such as sandstone or basalt, at more than 800 m depth; it is anticipated that the presence of an impermeable layer will keep the CO₂ from escaping back to the surface (structural trapping) (Fig. 2). Eventually some of this CO₂ becomes trapped in small pores, limiting its mobility (residual trapping). Over time, the CO₂ dissolves in the formation water (solubility trapping). Some of this dissolved CO₂ reacts to form stable carbonate minerals (mineral trapping). As the progress goes from structural to mineral trapping, the CO₂ becomes more immobile and thus the storage more secure. However, this process can take thousands of years or more [10, 11].

In Iceland an alternative method is being tested, in a project called CarbFix (www.carbfix.com), where the CO₂ is dissolved during injection into porous basaltic rock (Fig. 1B). CO₂ is aspirated into down-flowing water within the injection well at 350 m depth. The CO₂ bubbles dissolve in the water before it enters the rock. Once dissolved in water, CO₂ is no longer buoyant and does not migrate back to the surface. The CO₂-charged water accelerates both the metal release from the basalt and subsequent formation of solid carbonate minerals. Solubility trapping occurs immediately, and the bulk of the carbon is trapped in minerals within few years [4, 7, 12, 13]. Once stored as a mineral, the CO₂ is immobilised for geological time scales [4, 6, 9].

In addition to CarbFix, one other field injection project is ongoing, assessing the feasibility of carbon storage in basalts; the Big Sky Carbon Sequestration Partnership (BSCP) in north-western USA, near Wallula, Washington [14, 15]. In the BSCP project, pure CO₂ is injected as a separate buoyant phase into a porous basaltic layer, anticipating that the presence of an impermeable layer will keep the CO₂ from escaping back to the surface.

3. Geological settings of Iceland

Iceland is one of the most active and productive sub-areal volcanic regions on Earth with magma output rates of more than five km³ per century [16]. The most voluminous volcanism on the Earth occurs at the mid-ocean ridges where total magma production is about 400 times greater than in Iceland. Seafloor spreading generates about 20 km³ per year of mid ocean ridge basalt (MORB) which is one of the dominant volcanic rock types on Earth [e.g. 17].
The Iceland basalt plateau rises more than 3000 m above the surrounding sea floor and covers about 350,000 km$^2$ [16]. Iceland itself is 103,000 km$^2$, mostly made of young 0-20 M yr. igneous rocks and sediments thereof. Approximately 90% of the bedrock in Iceland is basalt (Fig. 3) indicating that theoretically much of Iceland could be used for injecting CO$_2$, fully dissolved in water, into basaltic rocks.

Studies on the permeability and porosity of Icelandic bedrock show that porosity and permeability generally decrease with progressive alteration, gradual burial and increasing rock age since most of the pore space in the older rocks is filled with secondary minerals [19, 20]. Thus, the youngest basaltic formations, found in the active rift zone, are the most feasible for carbon storage onshore in Iceland. These basalt formations consist of lavas, hyaloclastic (glassy) formations and associated sediments younger than 0.8 M yr covering about one third of Iceland.

4. Key parameters for mineral storage of CO$_2$

Mineral carbonation requires combining CO$_2$ with divalent metal cations to form carbonate minerals, such as calcite (CaCO$_3$), dolomite (CaMg(CO$_3$)$_2$), magnesite (MgCO$_3$), siderite (FeCO$_3$), and Ca-Mg and Mg-Fe carbonate solid solutions [4, 8].

With few exceptions, the required metals are divalent cations, including Ca$^{2+}$, Mg$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{2+}$. The availability of divalent metal cations for carbonate precipitation is enhanced by rapid dissolution rates of Ca,Mg,Fe-rich silicate rocks such as basaltic and ultramafic rocks. These dissolution rates can be enhanced in several ways including increasing the mineral-fluid interfacial surface area, injecting into glassy rather than crystalline rocks, and choice of temperature/injection fluid composition. These enhancement methods are described in detail in Gislason et al. [6, 9].

The most abundant cation sources for mineral storage of CO$_2$ are silicate minerals and glasses [6, 21]. Basalt contains about 25% by weight of calcium, magnesium, and iron oxides [22, 23]. Basaltic rocks are reactive in water, thus the metals contained in basalts are readily available to combine with the injected CO$_2$ to form carbonate minerals [6, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28].

Basaltic rocks are abundant at Earth’s surface; a little less than 10% of the continents and much of the ocean floor is composed of basalt [6, 29, 30].

Whilst the availability of divalent metal cations remains the limiting factor for mineral storage of CO$_2$ it is not the only concern. For successful injection and mineral carbonation, other key parameters must also be considered.
4.1. Availability of water for injection

Mineral storage of CO$_2$ via the CarbFix method requires a substantial amount of water. The water demand to fully dissolve one ton of CO$_2$ at 25 bar pressure and 25°C is 27 tons of pure water. About 4% of the injected mass is CO$_2$. The CO$_2$ solubility increases, and thus the amount of water required for its dissolution decreases, by elevating the CO$_2$ partial pressure and lowering the temperature [6].

On the continents, the water present in the target storage formation can be pumped up and used to dissolve the CO$_2$ during the injection. Although the pumping of water from the subsurface may increase costs, water pumping is also necessary during the later stages of pure CO$_2$ injection into sedimentary basins, when a large portion of the pore space has been filled with CO$_2$.

The amount of water required could pose a problem in some areas, for example in places with insufficient ground water sources, low recharge rates or inefficient water management. In some cases seawater might be the only viable option. Porous basalts near the continental margins have enormous storage capacities adjacent to nearly unlimited supplies of seawater [31]. The CO$_2$ solubility decreases by about 10% at elevated partial pressure of CO$_2$ and therefore the amount of water required for its dissolution increases by 10% at seawater salinity.

The basaltic ocean ridges are porous and vast amounts of seawater are circulated annually through them by natural processes. Every year, about 100 Gton of water is circulated through the oceanic ridges; this is about three time’s greater than the present mass of anthropogenic release of CO$_2$ to the atmosphere [32, 33].

Dissolution of basalt, basaltic glass and peridotite in seawater has been studied to some extent [25, 34]. The results show that dissolution of CO$_2$ into seawater prior to or during injection appears to be a promising approach but further modelling and experimental work is required to refine the concept.

4.2. Temperature

The release of the divalent cations needed from glassy basaltic rocks for carbonate formation can be enhanced by raising the temperature. Increasing the temperature from 0 to 100°C, at pH 3.5 and fixed total concentration of dissolved aluminum (10$^{-6}$ mol/kg), increases dissolution rates by a factor of 60. The same temperature increase, at pH 9, results in a 4.5 order of magnitude increase in rates [35]. The dissolution rates of the secondary minerals present in altered basaltic rocks, such as zeolites and clays, are also raised at elevated temperature. They become unstable in the CO$_2$-charged injection waters resulting in their dissolution and thereby creating additional porosity in the near vicinity of injection wells [23]. The temperature can be raised by increasing the depth of injection wells and/or drilling into areas of high geothermal gradients.

Fig. 4. Simple, thermodynamic system of calcite (Cc), quartz (Q) and wollastonite (Wo); total pressure (Kb) vs. temperature at fixed CO$_2$ pressure of 1 bar. Modified figure from Skippen et al. [36].
The lower boundary for mineral storage of carbon in basalt is dictated by the thermal gradient and the thermodynamic stability of carbonates such as calcite rather than the availability of divalent cations from the dissolution of basaltic rocks. At high temperatures the primary porosity of reactive rocks and therefore reactive surface area tend to decrease and the solubility of carbon dioxide in water decreases with increasing temperature.

The thermodynamic stability of carbonates is limited at temperature in excess of 300°C. Observations of hydrothermally altered basaltic rocks from Iceland show that calcite does not form at temperatures above 290°C [e.g. 37]. This finding is in a good agreement with thermodynamic data [36] as shown in Fig. 4 for the simplified calcite, quartz and wollastonite system.

Geothermal systems in Iceland typically have a thermal gradient above 200°C/km and a very similar overall pattern of calcite distribution has been reported by Wiese et al. [1] and Tómasson and Kristmannsdóttir [38] showing that, with some exceptions, generally below about 1000-1500 m depth very little calcite is present.

In terms of temperature, mineral storage of CO$_2$ could theoretically be executed at depths greater than 1500 m in basaltic rocks outside of the geothermal systems where carbonates remain stable at greater depths due to a lower temperature gradient, but other factors like decreased porosity and permeability with increased depth would have to be considered for it to be beneficial.

4.3. The partial pressure of CO$_2$

![Fig. 5. The results of reaction progress modelling of basaltic glass-CO$_2$ water interactions. Mole fractions of secondary minerals formed as a function of reaction progress for groundwater in contact with basaltic glass saturated at 25 °C with 2 and 30 bars CO$_2$ pressure. Carbonate fraction increases relative to clays and zeolites with increasing pCO$_2$. Figure from Gysi and Stefansson, [39].](image)

Thermodynamic model calculations suggest that elevated partial pressure of CO$_2$ will enhance the efficiency of carbon mineralisation as shown in Fig. 5 [39, 40]. The higher the partial pressure of CO$_2$ the higher the fraction of released divalent cations that precipitate as carbonates rather than zeolites and clays.

Natural analogues for CO$_2$ injection into basaltic rocks at moderate temperature in West-Greenland suggest that at relatively high partial pressure of CO$_2$, Fe and Mg rich carbonates are stable; at intermediate CO$_2$ pressure Mg-Ca carbonates dominate and at the lowest partial pressure Ca-carbonates are most common [41].

4.4. Porosity, Permeability

Studies on permeability and porosity show that generally porosity and permeability decrease along with progressive alteration, gradual burial and increasing age. The oldest bedrock in Iceland, in NW- and E-Iceland, is so dense it is almost impermeable (Fig. 6). The permeability increases towards the active rift zone where the rocks are younger. The youngest formations in the active rift are made of highly porous and permeable basaltic lavas and hyaloclastic (glassy) formations with abundant groundwater flow [43].

Hydrothermal alteration and formation of secondary minerals takes place when the rocks are buried under younger formations and are then exposed to more heat and pressure. Most of the pore space in the older rocks is filled since the molar volume of secondary minerals is larger than the molar volume of primary minerals and some
secondary minerals contain water and CO$_2$. Gradual burial of the strata also causes compression on the underlying layers making them even less permeable [e.g. 19, 20].

Since 1992 the National Energy Authority of Iceland and later the Iceland GeoSurvey have carried out systematic sampling of fresh to highly altered igneous rocks of variable composition in order to define the petro-physical properties of Icelandic bedrock [e.g. 20, 44, 45]. The average permeability of the basaltic lava samples was measured to be 367 mD. The average porosity of the lavas was measured to be 8.09 %, however, the porosity of the unaltered lavas was measured to be 27.8% but as soon as secondary minerals started to appear the porosity dropped below 7% and was measured to be 6.13% in samples of highly altered basaltic lavas (Table 1).

Hyaloclastites are clastic, glassy rocks formed dominantly in sub-glacial phreatic eruptions. Hyaloclastic formations are extremely heterogeneous and show very broad variation both in porosity and permeability (Table 2). Frolova et al. (2004) analysed 80 samples of basaltic hyaloclastic tuffs of variable burial depth (0-1000 m) and age (>2.5 M yr). The porosity of the samples analysed varied between 14 and 57% and permeability between $1 \times 10^{-3}$ mD to $6.4 \times 10^3$ mD. The wide dispersion is mainly the result of different degree of alteration, with a general decrease both in porosity and permeability with increasing depth, although some exceptions are present.

These results establish the large effect alteration and formation of secondary minerals have both on porosity and permeability of both crystalline basalt and glassy formations. The most feasible formations for carbon storage onshore in Iceland are situated within the active rift zone where the basaltic rocks are young and still porous and normal faults are common. These formations are younger than 0.8 M yr. and cover about 34,000 km$^2$, which is about one third of Iceland.

It should be noted that the initial porosity and permeability of the bedrock prior to injection of dissolved CO$_2$ will be affected. As stated before, secondary minerals, such as zeolites and clays, present in altered basaltic rock become
unstable in the CO₂-charged injection waters resulting in their dissolution and thereby creating additional porosity in the near vicinity of injection wells [23].

Table 1. The effect of alteration on the porosity of basaltic lavas from Stefánsson et al. [45]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alteration Type</th>
<th>Average porosity (%)</th>
<th># of samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All samples</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaltered lavas</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smectite-zeolite alteration (alteration temperatures below 200°C)</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlorite-epidote-actinolite alteration (alteration temperatures above 200°C)</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The average porosity and permeability of the main rock types in Iceland and the range in porosity and permeability measured in 80 samples of hyaolclastic tuffs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock Type</th>
<th># of samples</th>
<th>Average porosity (%)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Average permeability, Klinkenberg (mD)</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basaltic lavas</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>9.14</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>14.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basalt intrusions</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid rocks</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12.09</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyaloclastic formations</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>14-57</td>
<td>1<em>10⁻³-6.4</em>10³</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data from Stefánsson et al.¹ [45] and Frolova² [20].

4.5. Depth

The minimum depth for injection of CO₂ using the CarbFix method is dictated by dissolution of CO₂ and water demand for injection. The CO₂ has to be dissolved at minimum pressure of 25 bars, which is 250 m below the water table, and some distance is needed for the descending CO₂-gas-bubbles to dissolve [6, 7]. The ideal depth for injection of CO₂ is therefore below 350 m.

Geothermal systems typically have a thermal gradient above 200°C/km compared to 50 to 150°C/km in dense and permeable rocks outside of them [43]. Defining the lower boundary for mineral storage of carbon at 1500 m depth allows inclusion of the areas with the highest thermal gradient, considering that stability of carbonates is limited at temperature in excess of 300°C, and therefore gives a rather conservative estimate of the storage potential. The benefit of injecting deeper than at 1500-2000 m is uncertain due to the rapid decrease of permeability with depth and temperatures over 300°C in areas with high temperature gradient. The targeted depth range for injection of fully dissolved CO₂ into basaltic rocks is therefore 500-1500m.

When injecting into high-temperature geothermal systems with steep thermal gradients it is important to stay below the liquid-vapour curve for water to prevent boiling.

4.6. Risk of contamination of groundwater

The reaction between the CO₂-charged water and the basaltic rocks not only releases divalent cations that end up in carbonates, but also other metals that can be harmful for the biota. The metals of main concern are Al and Cr, but some other elements, such as Fe and Mn, can be both essential for life and toxic depending on their concentration. The toxic metal release is the most dangerous at the early stage of CO₂ injection into basalt [46-48]. Natural analogues have shown the secondary minerals, such as carbonates, effectively scavenge the potential toxic metals that are released at early stages [46, 48].

A novel high pressure column reactor [49] was used to study the mobility of metals at the early stage (hours) of CO₂ injection into basalt. Dissolved Al, Fe, Cr and Mn exceeded the allowable drinking water limits according to the European Directive relating to the quality of the water intended for human consumption [47, 50].
Samples analysed from monitoring wells after injection of 175 tons of CO₂ at the CarbFix site in Hellisheiði, SW-Iceland showed that no dissolved metals exceeded the allowed drinking water limits during the field experiment.

5. Natural analogues for mineral storage of CO₂

Fig. 7. Theoretical area feasible for CO₂ mineral storage in Iceland: Basaltic formations younger than 0.8 M yr within the active rift zone. Volcanic geothermal systems are marked with white dots but they serve as an applicable analogue as they receive considerable amounts of CO₂ from magma chambers or intrusion in their roots. High-temperature geothermal systems studied by Wiese et al. [1] are marked with white dots.

Studies on mineral storage of CO₂ in basalts are still at an early stage [e.g. 4, 23, 51]. Therefore, natural analogues are important for gaining a better understanding of CO₂ fixation in basaltic rocks. Volcanic geothermal systems serve as an applicable analogue; the systems receive considerable amounts of CO₂ from magma chambers or intrusions at the roots of the systems and can therefore be considered as a natural experiment to determine the CO₂ storage capacity of the bedrock [1, 52].

The large amounts of CO₂ that are already naturally fixed within the geothermal systems underscore the storage potential of basaltic rocks. Wiese et al. [1] estimate that the total CO₂ fixed within the active geothermal high-temperature systems in Iceland shown by orange dots in Fig. 7 amounts to 30-40 GtCO₂.

Wiese et al. [1] quantified the amount and spatial distribution of CO₂ stored in calcite within the bedrock of three active geothermal systems in Iceland: Krafla in the north-east of Iceland and Hellisheiði and Reykjanes in the south-west (Fig 7.). The CO₂ content was measured in 642 drill cutting samples from a total of 40 wells, located in the three geothermal systems.
Fig. 8. Cross-sections extending from west to east (looking north) showing the distribution of CO2 fixed in the bedrock at Reykjanes (left) and Krafla (right) geothermal systems. Concentration of fixed CO2 is indicated by different colors, see bar for scale (From Wiese et al. [1]).

The values measured in the Reykjanes geothermal system, which is considered to be the youngest of the three geothermal systems (active for 10,000-100,000 years), were significantly lower than elsewhere in this study, on average 28.2 tons of CO2 per m² of surface area fixed in the uppermost 1500 m of the wells. The average CO2 load in the uppermost 1500 m in Hellisheiði geothermal system was measured 65.7 tons per m² of surface area. The highest values are measured in the Krafla geothermal system, which is considered to have been active for the longest, between 110,000 and 290,000 years, on average 73.1 tons of CO2 per m² of surface area in the uppermost 1500 m [1] (Table 3, Fig. 8).

The amount of CO2 fixed in the bedrock of the three geothermal systems obtained from this study can be used as a guideline for the theoretical CO2 storage potential in onshore basaltic formations in Iceland.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CO2 fixed in uppermost 1500 m per unit surface area (tons/m²)</th>
<th>CO2 fixed in uppermost 1500 m (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Activity of Geothermal system (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reykjanes</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>10,000-100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hellisheiði</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>&gt;70,000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krafla</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>110,000-290,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Franzson, et al. [53]

5.1. Storage potential of the Icelandic rift zone

The active rift zone covers about 34,000 km², or about one third of Iceland (Fig. 9). By using the average CO2 load in the uppermost 1500 m of the Reykjanes system as a minimum and the average CO2 load in the uppermost 1500 m of the Krafla system as a maximum (Table 3) and applying these to a 1000 m thick segment at 500-1500 m
depth, of the relatively fresh basaltic formations within the rift zone yields a very large value; 2,470 Gt of CO₂ as a maximum (Krafla analogue) and 953 Gt as a minimum (Reykjanes analogue). This scenario is highly theoretical but underscores the large mineral storage potential within the rift zone of Iceland where the rocks are young and still porous and normal faults are common.

Other attempts have been made to estimate the capacity for mineral storage of CO₂ in basalt. McGrail et al. [2] estimated that the Colombia River basalts alone have the capacity to store over 100 Gt of CO₂, assuming an interflow thickness of 10 m, average porosity of 15% and 10 available interflow zones at an average hydrostatic pressure of 100 atm. Anthonsen et al. [54] applied McGrail’s assumptions to all the bedrock of Iceland, giving an estimated capacity of about 60 Gt CO₂. Using the same assumption to calculate the potential capacity of mineral storage of CO₂ within the active rift zone in Iceland the number goes down to about 21 Gt CO₂.

5.2. Storage potential for CO₂ transportation via pipeline

To get a more realistic value of the capacity for mineral storage in Icelandic basalt formations, transportation of CO₂ via pipeline was taken into consideration. The 30 km long, hot water pipeline from Nesjavellir to Reykjavik was used as an approximation and the area within 30 km radius of eight of the largest harbours proximal to the rift zone was selected (Fig. 10). The formations included were, as in the previous scenario, basaltic lavas, hyaloclastic...
formations and associated sediments, younger than 0.8 M yr. Three harbours in the north-east were included (Húsvik, Kópasker, Raufarhöfn), one in the south-east (Höfn í Hornafirði) and four in the south-west (Reykjavík, Reykjaneshafnir, Grindavík, and Þorlákshöfn). In addition, an industrial harbour which is under construction in Helguvík, in SW-Iceland, was included. Population centres, water protection areas, national parks, natural monuments, nature reserves and country parks were excluded from the area. The area that fits the criteria is about 2390 km², close to 2% of Iceland.

Using the results from Wiese et al. [1], as done in the previous example, and applying the average CO₂ load in the uppermost 1500 m of the Reykjanes system as a minimum and of the Krafla system as a maximum to a 1000 m thick segment of the defined area generates a maximum capacity of 175 Gt CO₂ and minimum of 67 Gt CO₂. For comparison, in 2012 the global CO₂ emissions to the atmosphere were 35.6 Gt from fossil fuel burning, cement production and land-use change [33].

Applying the study of McGrail et al. [2] and assuming an interflow thickness of 10 m, average porosity of 15% and 10 available interflow zones at an average hydrostatic pressure of 100 bar, the estimated capacity of the defined area goes down to about 1.4 GtCO₂.

Using the study of Goldberg et al. [31] and assuming a channel system dominating permeability over one-sixth of the uppermost 600 m of the area and average channel porosity of 10%, we get a number of 28.5 GtCO₂.

5.3. The Icelandic analogue and the oceanic ridges

The length of the rift zone in Iceland, the largest landmass found above sea level at mid-ocean ridges, is about 600 km. The oceanic ridges rise on average 1000–3000 m above the adjacent ocean floor (Fig. 11). The ridges extend through all of the major ocean basins, with a total length in excess of 60,000 km [29]. The theoretical mineral CO₂ storage capacity of the ocean ridges, using the Icelandic analogue, is of the order of 100,000–250,000 Gt CO₂. This theoretical storage capacity is significantly larger than the estimated 18,500 Gt CO₂ stemming from burning of all fossil fuel carbon on Earth [55].
Using the assumptions of McGrail et al. [2] and applying them to the ocean ridges gives an estimate of about 2,000 GtCO₂ and applying Goldberg’s et al. [31] study gives an estimate about 40,000 GtCO₂.

![Iceland and the Mid-Atlantic ridge](image)

Fig. 11. Iceland and the Mid-Atlantic ridge. (Based on map from Amante and Eakins [56]).

As stated before, seafloor spreading generates about 20 km³ per year of mid ocean ridge basalt (MORB). A minimum of about 9 tons of basaltic glass is required for mineralising one ton of carbon, assuming all calcium, magnesium and iron are converted into calcite, magnesite and siderite [8]. If the annual production of MORB by seafloor spreading would be used for mineral storage of CO₂, about 25 GtCO₂ could be stored per year, which is about 70% of the annual global anthropogenic CO₂ emission to the atmosphere in 2012.

6. Conclusions

There is a high potential for mineral storage of CO₂ in Icelandic basalts and 30-40 GtCO₂ are estimated to be already naturally fixed within the active geothermal systems [1]. This amounts to the anthropogenic global annual emission of CO₂ to the atmosphere in 2012 [33].

Onshore projects on mineral storage of CO₂ in basalt, such as the CarbFix project in SW-Iceland and the Big Sky Carbon Sequestration Partnership in the northwest United States near Wallula, Washington are yet the only projects where CO₂ is stored in basalt.

Results from CarbFix injection experiments on rapid mineralisation of injected CO₂ when dissolved prior or during injection [4, 7, 12, 13] show a very promising outcome for mineral storage of CO₂ in basaltic rocks.

The largest storage potential lies offshore, where theoretically all CO₂ from burning of fossil fuel carbon could be stored with long-term advantages for safe and secure CO₂ storage in the mid-ocean ridges. The question remains; how much of this storage potential is practical to use?
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